


LT Series

IV Series

ERA System

LT and IV there are two series models refer to.
Safety, reliabity and quality are there three major features a product should 
garantee.
These are reliable machines needed to soften the water used in cofee 
machines,glass washers, steam cooking ovens, vending machines and 
dishwashers.
Preventing scaling formation induced by water hardness, this reducing 
maintenance costs, is our main goal.
Resin regeneration must be performed periodically in order to guarantee full 
efficiency; this simple and safe procedure must be performed by an operator 
and takes on average from 20 to 40 minutes.

The ERA system provides a very easy procedure so as to streamline 
softener operations from installation to regeneration.
Thanks to the ERA system, installers will be in the position to provide a 
comprehensive service to their customers, from product supply to service.
Store managers will not have to care anymore about maintenance, repair 
and even regeneration procedures.
The technical engineer will be in the position to cover the full service.

GIX Series GIX5, GIX8, GIX12 are part of the series of automatic water 
softeners provided with the LOGIX valve in time-delayed and 
volumetric versions.
They are easy to install and to program, they’re very reliable and 
have low operating costs.
Once programmed they’re completely independent in their 
functions. They are also provided with a special alarm that, by a 
red led, reports to the user the exhaustion of salt in brine tank.

AL Series salt alarm 
Automatic softeners AL series with salt alarm provided 
with the ALIA valve. Have special functions suitable to 
meet the needs of coffee machines and the catering 
range. The most notable feature is the detection of salt in 
the brine tank.



The AL series automatic water softeners with salt warning 
are able to alert the user to check for the presence of salt 
after carrying out some programmed regenerations.
This warning will avoid that the brine run out the salt.

They are reliable, quick to install and really easy to 
program.
ISI softeners have a compact line and require little space 
to work.
The word that best describes them is: simplicity.
We will have high performance in small size.

NOA is available in the Chronometric and Volumetric 
versions.
Its main feature is to alert the user when there is no salt in 
the brine.
It is completely faired to protect itself from dust and 
foreign bodies.

REK is a fully enclosed automatic water softener to 
protect against dust and foreign bodies.Despite having 
small dimensions, it has very respectable performance. 
REK is available in both Chronometric and Volumetric 
versions. Its small size makes it easy to handle and 
suitable for installation in small spaces.

TIA-ETO-BLU-USA
Installation is easy, before connecting it to the coffee 
machine, they need to be rinsed with running water, 
connected to the suction pipe and placed on the bottom 
of the tank.

AL Series salt check

ISI Series

NOA

REK

MINI WATER SOFTENER
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MINIGIX-MAXIGIX Series

KAIROS

MINIGIX and MAXIGIX are easy to install and to 
program, they’re very reliable and have low operating 
costs.

Kairos has been developed to maximize softener efficiency.
It is a useful tool in managing regeneration timing. Kairos features an audible 
alarm and a buzzer that tell when the supplied water is not soft.
The best way to use Kairos is when dealing with manual softeners such as 
the LT IV and ER models.

NK FILTER Series

The NK filters are available in two sizes of 5 "and 9" and can have 
two types of filtration, the first with flush cartridges, the second 
with activated carbon cartridges for the elimination of odors or 
bad tastes from the water.
They are equipped with all parts to fit our softeners.


